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1 Introduction 
1. The Constitutional Affairs Committee decided to conduct a short inquiry into the work 
of the Office of the Judge Advocate General, the body responsible for the conduct of 
proceedings at Courts Martial for the Army and Royal Air Force, appointing civilian judge 
advocates and monitoring the military criminal justice system. 

2. The Office of the Judge Advocate General falls under the responsibility of the 
Department for Constitutional Affairs. The appointment of the Judge Advocate General is 
made by the Sovereign by Letters Patent. The Judge Advocate General appoints judge 
advocates to conduct proceedings at Service Courts and to hear custody applications and 
applications for search warrants. The Judge Advocate General does not operate 
courtrooms, provide staff for hearings, summon witnesses or guard defendants—this is 
carried out by bodies under the Ministry of Defence. 

3. The Committee focused on the operations and future role of the Office of the Judge 
Advocate General and its relationship with the Department for Constitutional Affairs. In 
the course of its inquiry the Committee received written evidence from: the Judge 
Advocate General, His Honour Judge Jeff Blackett; the Department for Constitutional 
Affairs; and the Ministry of Defence. It also took oral evidence from Judge Blackett on 
29 November. 

4. The Government has now published its Armed Forces Bill, which makes significant 
changes in the court martial system and deals with a number of issues raised in the written 
and oral evidence the Committee received during its inquiry.1 The Committee considers 
that it would be helpful to Members, if, as well as publishing the evidence in time for 
the debates on the Bill, it presented this short report drawing attention to some of the 
issues which were raised, particularly those which are unresolved. 

 
1 Background on the system of military justice and the Armed Forces Bill can be found in: Background to the 

Forthcoming Armed Forces Bill, Library Research Paper 05/75, 11 November 2005 
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2 Comments of the Judge Advocate 
General 
5. In evidence to us, Judge Blackett commented on the Armed Forces Bill as follows: 

The main themes of the Bill and the amalgamation of the law across the three Armed 
Services and the modernisation of Courts Martial are welcome and I strongly 
support them. There are, however, some areas in the Bill which I believe could be 
improved further.2 

6. Judge Blackett raised the following main points: 

 The Military Justice System calls for ‘improvement and reform’ of the current situation, 
but the military justice system overall is a good system;3 

 The Military Court Service, currently run by the Ministry of Defence, should be 
brought under and resourced as part of the Department for Constitutional Affairs;4 

 The prosecution should no longer be allowed to choose what type of court martial 
(District or General—roughly analogous to magistrates or crown court) a defendant 
should face—it should be in the hands of Judge Advocates;5 

 The delay from charge to end of trials remains too long;6 

 Judge Advocates should as far as possible be seen as fully on a par with their civilian 
counterparts and should be similarly qualified;7 

 Judge Advocates should automatically be appointed recorders;8 

 The panels of officers and warrant officers who are the closest analogy to a jury in a 
Court Martial should be increased from their current number of 3 or 5 members to at 
least 5 or 7;9 

 Where service panels of only 3 are used they should not hear cases of greater severity 
than summary offences (or magistrate level);10 

 The service panels should not be involved in the sentencing of those found guilty as is 
currently the case;11 

 
2 Q 4 

3 Q 4 

4 Q 4–6 and Ev 13, section 7 

5 Q 69 

6 Qq 4 and 91 

7 Q 34 

8 Q 36 

9 Qq 69–74 and Ev 13, section 8 

10 Q 71 
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 The abolition of the automatic Review Process (under which the Reviewing Authority 
of the service itself reviews all guilty verdicts) following a European Court of Human 
Rights judgement needs to be replaced with the ‘slip rule’ which exists in Crown Courts 
for the correction of mistakes.12 

                                                                                                                                                               
11 Q 39 

12 Q 99 
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3 Further issues relevant to the Bill 
7. The Committee also identified certain further issues that it feels could be usefully 
explored during debate on the Bill. 

Double Jeopardy 

8. At present, when a person subject to military law has already been tried for an offence, 
either summarily or by court martial, a civil court is unable to try him/her for the same 
offence. This position is also true in reverse. 

9. However, the rules relating to ‘double jeopardy’ were revised under the Criminal Justice 
Act 2003. The Act made provision for a defendant to be retried for an offence, even where 
he had been acquitted, in certain limited circumstances. Judge Blackett explained that the 
military justice system could be consistent with this change if the Secretary of State made a 
rule to this effect if required.13 However, it has not been done and so the system is not in 
line with Crown Courts. The House may wish to establish when, if at all, the Secretary of 
State intends to make such an order. 

Appointment of Judge Advocates 

10. The role of the Judicial Appointments Commission in the appointment of Judge 
Advocates should be raised for further clarification, particularly in the light of the serious 
lack of diversity in the current list of Judge Advocates.14 

Extension of military law to the UK for the trial of service personnel 
for certain serious non-military offences 

11. The Armed Forces Bill extends the scope of Courts Martial to the United Kingdom for 
the trial of military personnel, but not civilian employees or dependants, accused of the 
most serious offences (namely Treason, Murder, Manslaughter, Treason-felony, Rape, or 
Genocide), which currently are not dealt with by military courts. Under the Armed Forces 
Bill, Courts Martial in the UK will have jurisdiction concurrent with the civilian 
jurisdiction for all offences in respect of military personnel. 

12. This change is significant because it means that a member of HM Forces charged with 
murder or manslaughter could be tried by a military court consisting of a military panel (of 
five members) capable of a majority verdict of three to two. In a civilian court the accused 
would face a jury of 12 and a simple majority verdict would never be accepted by a judge, 
who in most cases would require a unanimous or a very substantial majority verdict. The 
Bill exacerbates this position by not specifying that larger five member panels must try any 
offence that is punishable by imprisonment of 14 years or more, leaving it to later 
specification by Rules (negative resolution). Judge Blackett observed that: 

 
13 Q 86 

14 Qq 40–49 
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in the civilian system Parliament would be unlikely to leave it to the Home Office to 
determine in Rules what size Crown Court juries should be; no more should MOD 
do so in the military system.15 

13. There is no right at present for the Criminal Cases Review Body to consider Court 
Martial judgements and, as noted above, the Reviewing Authority which currently has the 
power to quash convictions or reduce sentences is to be abolished under the Bill. 

 
15 Ev 15, section 4 
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Witness 

Tuesday 29 November 2005 

His Honour Judge Jeff Blackett, Judge Advocate General Ev 1
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List of written evidence 

Judge Advocate General Ev 12 

Department for Constitutional Affairs Ev 15  

Ministry of Defence Ev 17  
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Formal minutes 

Tuesday 6 December 2005 

 

Members present: 

Mr Alan Beith, in the Chair 

Barbara Keeley 
Mr Piara S Khabra 
Jessica Morden 
Julie Morgan 

 Keith Vaz 
Dr Alan Whitehead 
Jeremy Wright 

 

Draft Report [The Office of the Judge Advocate General], proposed by the Chairman, 
brought up and read. 

Ordered, That the Chairman’s draft Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph. 

Paragraphs 1 to 13 read and agreed to. 

Resolved, That the Report be the Second Report of the Committee to the House. 

Ordered, That the Chairman do make the Report to the House. 

Several papers were ordered to be appended to the Minutes of Evidence. 

Ordered, That the Appendices to the Minutes of Evidence taken before the Committee be 
reported to the House. 

[Adjourned till Tuesday 13 December at 3.45pm 
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Oral evidence

Taken before the Constitutional Affairs Committee

on Tuesday 29 November 2005

Members present:

Mr Alan Beith, in the Chair

David Howarth Mr Andrew Tyrie
Barbara Keeley Keith Vaz
Mr Piara S Khabra Dr Alan Whitehead
Jessica Morden Jeremy Wright

Witness: His Honour Judge JeV Blackett, Judge Advocate General, gave evidence.

Chairman: Judge Blackett, welcome. We are glad to Armed Forces operate and train and in uncertain
have you here. There are a couple of things we need times secures the confidence of sailors, soldiers and
to do first of all, one is for committee members to airmen that they will be treated fairly by people
declare any relevant interests they may have. who understand their unique position. The purely

civilian courts in this country are not well served
or placed to do the same for this special user group,Q1 Jeremy Wright: I am a non-practising criminal
in my view. However, there is not any cause forbarrister and my former pupil master is one of the
complacency. The Military Justice System calls forserving judge advocates.
improvement and reform in a number of areas, andJudge Blackett: Thank you. Which one?
I am grateful for the opportunity today to be ableJeremy Wright: Michael Elsom.
to give my views on the programme ofKeith Vaz: I am also a barrister and my wife holds
improvements which are in progress. In my view,a part-time judicial appointment.
it is essential that the Courts Martial provide and
are seen to provide a standard of justice which isQ2 Chairman: The second thing I want to say is
in no way inferior to civilian equivalents. Thethat as usual, and this is particularly pertinent to
standing and status of the judges, the infrastructurethis committee, matters which are sub judice are not
of the courtrooms, the eYciency of the investigativediscussed by the Committee in Parliamentary
and prosecutorial processes are all under scrutinyproceedings; and we all understand also that there
at the moment. The service panels, which are themay be matters on which you might have to sit or
Court Martial equivalent of the jury, have a specialrule on which you will not be able to answer
and indispensable role which can best bequestions. If we stray in our questioning, please feel
maintained by ensuring they are focused on theirfree to indicate if that is the case and we will fully
proper function. As you said, Chairman, I am anunderstand.
independent judge, which means independent ofJudge Blackett: Of course.
the Executive, of the Government and of all parties
to trials that I conduct, and the same goes for myQ3 Chairman: Is there anything you wanted to say
team of judge advocates, but I am keen for theby way of opening, or shall we proceed?
independence of the judicial process as a whole toJudge Blackett: Yes, I would like to make an
be demonstrated more obviously perhaps thanopening statement, although you have asked me to
before, particularly by establishing that thegive evidence rather than me asking you if I can
administrative staV who support trials and list casesgive evidence.
for hearing do so under the supervision of judges
and not under the supervision of the Ministry ofQ4 Chairman: Yes, and we are grateful, by the way,
Defence. In recent years, as we all know, there havefor your very clear written submission of evidence.
been several challenges to the Military JusticeJudge Blackett: Thank you very much for inviting
System in terms of the European Convention onme to come along today. The first point I would
Human Rights. Some challenges have succeededwant to say is that the Military Justice System as
and have resulted in improvements to the system,it operates in the United Kingdom and abroad
but I believe now that the system is compliant, buttoday is a good system. There have been some
compliance is dynamic not static. The best way tocriticisms of the system; indeed individual cases
maintain compliance is conscious scrutiny of thehave highlighted some deficiencies. However, those
system, continuous improvement and programmedindividual cases should not, in my view, be cited as
reforms to ensure that it remains defensible fromevidence against the whole system. By and large the
challenge. The new Armed Forces Bill is to beMilitary Justice System supports the operational
introduced into Parliament, I think, tomorrow. IeVectiveness of the Armed Forces, it ensures that
am, of course, not responsible for its content,discipline is maintained, it extends the reach of

British justice to every part of the world where the though I have been consulted at various times
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through policy discussions. The main themes of the Q9 Chairman: If there were issues that aVected say
the independence of the judiciary as it arose in theBill and the amalgamation of the law across the

three Armed Services and the modernisation of Courts Martial system, you would regard the Lord
Chief Justice as somebody to refer to, would you?Courts Martial are welcome and I strongly support

them. There are, however, some areas in the Bill Judge Blackett: Indeed, yes.
which I believe could be improved further. My
main concerns since I took over as Judge Advocate

Q10 Keith Vaz: Judge Blackett, do you think it isGeneral a year ago was delay. In this jurisdiction,
essential or desirable that a judge advocate shouldas in many others, the end to end time taken to
have a background in the military service?dispose of cases remains a serious concern for me,
Judge Blackett: I think desirable but not essential,both in major and in minor matters. I hope that
because much of what he does can be learnt, as aperhaps in giving evidence today I can give my
judge in any other jurisdiction can learn it, butviews on measures for driving down delay which I
having a background in the service certainly helpshave already taken and which I propose for the
from day one.future, because I do think there is scope for

improvement. That is all I need to say by way of
introduction. Q11 Keith Vaz: You have been in the service, of

course?
Judge Blackett: I have.Q5 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. At

present you are involved with two government
departments, the Department for Constitutional Q12 Keith Vaz: Does that, do you think, help you
AVairs support you in the running of your own deal with the perception of judicial independence
oYce, but, as you say, the support arrangements or do you think people think that, because you
for trials themselves are in the hands of the have been in the service, you know what is going
Ministry of Defence, and you indicated that you on in the military and therefore that is able to assist
would prefer a system in which the whole thing was you in your independence?
brought under your jurisdiction, and, therefore, I Judge Blackett: I am not quite sure I understand
suppose, part of your relationship DCA. Is that the question.
right?
Judge Blackett: Yes, that is correct.

Q13 Keith Vaz: Do you feel you are more
independent because have had a background?Q6 Chairman: Is that a matter of perception
Judge Blackett: I know I am independent. I am notprimarily, or do you think there are positive
sure what other people think, because I have servedadvantages beyond mere perception that it is
in the Royal Navy for 30 years but I believe thatimportant that we go through that?
having gone through the selection process, like allJudge Blackett: I think there are positive
other judges, and therefore I am like any otheradvantages. The Court Martial system has
judge, I can demonstrate independence and mydeveloped often because of challenges, as we have
knowledge of the service gives me an addeddiscussed and as in my evidence, and part of the
dimension.system which has only developed a little bit and

needs to go further is the control of the courts and
the listing of trials. I think while this is the hands Q14 Keith Vaz: It gives you an insight into life in
of the Executive, which eVectively it is, then there the service?
is a risk of challenge. Listing, as I have said in my Judge Blackett: Indeed.
evidence, is a judicial function, and I believe in the
Court Martial system it should be a judicial

Q15 Keith Vaz: Perhaps rituals that go on there?function.
Judge Blackett: Yes, I probably understand them
perhaps better than somebody who had not beenQ7 Chairman: Each Court Martial is a separate
in the service, but I am not sure it is an issue ofundertaking, is it not?
independence; it is an issue of knowledge.Judge Blackett: Yes, each Court Martial is an ad

hoc trial, so it has to be convened and dissolved,
which raises a lot of concerns and is going to be Q16 Keith Vaz: For example, though there was no
solved by making the Court Martial system a case on what I am going to ask you about now,
standing court like the Crown Court under the Bill. there is a lot of information in the papers about the

rituals that young soldiers get involved in. I assume
that does not apply to the judge advocates. ThereQ8 Chairman: What would your relationship be

with the Lord Chief Justice both now and when is no initiation ceremony?
Judge Blackett: Certainly not. None that I havefurther changes are made?

Judge Blackett: I am one of his judges. Personally been involved in, no. I have never experienced first-
hand in my service career any rituals, but obviouslyI am also a circuit judge and so I have my normal

link to him through that route. My relationship is I am aware that such matters have gone on and
probably continue to go on, and, if those ritualsnot in the statute, but I have a working relationship

with him and I call on him from time to time to lead to criminal oVences, they will come to our
courts and we will deal with them appropriately.ask him for advice.
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Q17 Keith Vaz: That is the time you would deal Judge Blackett:We can only select from those who
apply, but I agree with you, diversity is somethingwith something?

Judge Blackett: Indeed. we adopt. I think part of the problem in recruiting
new judge advocates is that it is maybe perceived
as an area of law where fewer people will applyQ18 Keith Vaz: Looking at appointments and the
than others in the mainstream. We sought to recruitcriteria of appointments for judge advocates, I have
a Vice Judge Advocate General for me, and we hadhad a look at a list which has been provided?
five applications. We sought to appoint two newJudge Blackett: Yes.
judge advocates and we had, I think, about 13
applications.Q19 Keith Vaz: You all seem to be white, male

and 50?
Q29 Keith Vaz: Maybe you should widen the call?Judge Blackett: Apart from one, I think.
Judge Blackett: I would be happy to do that, but,
of course, we have no vacancies at the moment.

Q20 Keith Vaz: One is just under 50. Having just
had my forty-ninth birthday I know how it feels! Q30 Chairman: Do you think that appointmentsWhy is it that there are no women here? What is

should be notified much more widely than theywrong with the women? They are not qualified?
have been up to now?Judge Blackett: I am only responsible for those I
Judge Blackett: They are notified in exactly thehave just taken on.
same way as recorders or deputy district judges.
Keith Vaz: Thank you.

Q21 Keith Vaz: They are all men, are they not?
Judge Blackett: Indeed, but I have only just Q31 Jeremy Wright: Can I ask you about the role
recruited. I have been Judge Advocate General for of judge advocates within the Court Martial
one year. process?

Judge Blackett: Yes.
Q22 Keith Vaz: How many have you recruited?
Judge Blackett: I have recruited two. Q32 Jeremy Wright: You would accept, I am sure,

that the role is diVerent post 1997—particularly the
Q23 Keith Vaz: How many have been women? case of Findlay—than it was pre 1997?
Judge Blackett: None. Judge Blackett: Yes.

Q33 Jeremy Wright: On that subject, I suppose theQ24 Keith Vaz: How many have been black or
first question is that the assumption that we wouldAsian?
draw from the change is that judge advocates wereJudge Blackett: None, but I sat on the sift at the
assumed to be analogous to Magistrates CourtDCA and on the interview process. I do not know
clerks, or something of the like, pre 1997 and theyhow many were from ethnic minorities from the
are now assumed to be analogous to Crown Courtsift because it would not have shown on the
judges. That is quite a shift?paperwork, but certainly there were none who were
Judge Blackett: Yes.interviewed. I think we interviewed one woman and

she did not compare as favourably as the two
people we selected. Q34 Jeremy Wright: Do you think that analysis is

correct, and, if it is, is that a worthwhile change
of role?Q25 Keith Vaz: Is it because she did not have a
Judge Blackett: It is not quite correct in that prebackground in the service?
1996, pre the Findlay reforms, they were entirelyJudge Blackett: No, not at all. We have selected
analogous to a clerk, they were a mixture, becausetwo new judge advocates, one of whom came from
they summed up the law in open court, which, ofthe Royal Air Force and one of whom came from
course, a Magistrates Court clerk does not do, andprivate practice, and we have also appointed two
they advised on sentence but, quite correctly, didnew deputies, who are part-timers, one of whom
not vote on it in closed session. The Europeanhad previous service in the Royal Navy and one of
jurisprudence has stressed that the independencewhom had no service at all, a young man of 35 who
and impartiality of the Court Martial system iswas in private practice in the north country.
based on the civilian judge advocate, and so he has
assumed the role, which used to be assumed by theQ26 Keith Vaz: The Lord Chancellor has made a president in a Court Martial, that is he is in chargenumber of statements about diversity, has he not? of the court as opposed to the president being inJudge Blackett: Indeed. charge of the court. In all cases he sums up like a
Crown Court judge, even though they are what

Q27 Keith Vaz: And it certainly has aVected other might be perceived as summary oVences where
parts of the judicial appointments process? there would be no summing-up in a Magistrates
Judge Blackett: Yes. Court. So, even though many of the cases he deals

with are commensurate with a summary oVence in
civilian life, he is still dealing with them as thoughQ28 Keith Vaz: But it does not seem to have

penetrated your part? he were in the Crown Court but he is not quite
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analogous, as you know, to the circuit judge or the should put their sentence. They have a discussion,
if necessary a vote, and then at the end of that theyCrown Court judge because when it comes to

sentencing he is part of the sentencing process, not come to a decision on what the relevant sentence is.
the sole sentencer. My view is that the Court
Martial system should reflect civilian practice Q39 Chairman: Is there a good reason relevant to
wherever possible, except where operational military operations why the judge should not do the
imperatives require there to be diVerences. Thus my sentencing entirely himself, why the panel should
view is he should be treated as analogous to a be involved? If you take the analogy with the jury,
circuit judge, or at least a recorder in the Crown the jury does not become involved in the sentencing
Court, depending on the level of work he is doing, process. Is it a military reason that the panel is
and it is in that area that I would like to make involved, because we are talking about a panel
further developments in the future. consisting entirely of oYcers?

Judge Blackett: Military oYcers or a warrant
oYcer, yes. The military reason, or the Ministry ofQ35 Jeremy Wright: On that subject, is it your view
Defence military reason, is that there is a servicethat the role of judge advocate as the presiding
input into sentencing which is crucial and thereforelegal authority in the tribunal is widely accepted
should be taken account of. My personal view isthroughout the service structure?
that a judge advocate should sentence alone, but IJudge Blackett: Yes, it is. It has taken a bit of time,
do not think the services are yet ready for us toand latterly, in the Royal Navy, it took a bit more
move to that position. It is something that I will betime, but I think the services now are happy with
negotiating with the services over the next fewthe position as it is.
years.

Q36 Jeremy Wright: In terms of the read-across
Q40 Ms Keeley: We have some more questions onand comparison to civilian criminal courts, as I say,
the issue of diversity which you have also touchedmy old pupil master sits, or did sit, for a couple of
on, the diVerence aspects of that. The Armedweeks in the Crown Court as a recorder anyway,
Forces Bill is expected to include provision for theso there was a deal of transfer of knowledge and
judge advocate general to become the singleunderstanding experienced in the civilian system. Is
appointing authority for judge advocates. I thinkthat something that you think is worthwhile? Is
it begs the question, given the discussion you havethat something you encourage?
already had about diversity, about how you areJudge Blackett: Indeed it is. In fact I have sought to
going to progress that really, and will there be apersuade theDCA that anybodywho is appointed as
role for the Judicial Appointments Commissiona judge advocate should automatically be appointed
once that is established, that widening of diversityas a recorder. We are in the process of having that
in that appointment system? Could they be helpeddebate at the moment, although I have not had a
with that given the singular similar nature of theparticularly warm reception to the idea.
people you have already got?
Judge Blackett: I think there has been a

Q37 Chairman: It would be a problem if it blocked misunderstanding of what my future role is going
oV the route to being a recorder to others? to be. It is not going to be for me to appoint judge
Judge Blackett: Indeed, and that is their view. I advocates in the sense of recruiting them. My role
have seven assistant judge advocates and one vice is to appoint them (ie specify, I think is the word
judge advocate. Four of those eight do sit as which is going to be used in the Bill) to individual
recorders in the Crown Court in their own right in trials, but the appointment of judge advocates is
any event. I have asked or encouraged the other going to be undertaken by the DCA in exactly the
four to apply. I think it is almost imperative that same way as the appointment of any other judicial
we have that cross-pollination. post. An assistant judge advocate is appointed by

the Lord Chancellor having been through the same
judicial recruiting process; so clearly the diversityQ38 Chairman: You mentioned the sentencing
issues are the same as they would be in any otherprocess. Can you describe a little more the role of
judicial appointment.the judge advocate with the panel in the sentencing

process. Does he lead that discussion? How does
it work? Q41 Ms Keeley: One further question on diversity

and also the level of experience. If the ArmedJudge Blackett: Once the court, or the panel, has
found the accused guilty, or he has pleaded guilty, Forces Bill increases the minimum qualification for

appointment as a judge advocate to seven yearsthe panel and the judge advocate together become
the judge, if you like, so they hear all submissions, that would seem to be going in the opposite way

to the way that the Department for Constitutionalmitigation, read all the reports—so they function
as though they were the judge—and then they retire AVairs is going trying to widen diversity. I do not

know if it is appropriate for you to comment onand the judge advocate explains the sentencing
process to the lay members. Often they have never that?

Judge Blackett: Yes, again, I think there has beenbeen involved in sentencing before. He will describe
the guideline cases, if there are any, he will tell them some misunderstanding because the Armed Forces

Bill is not increasing the current requirement for awhat the maximum punishments are and then he
will give them a bracket in which he suggests they seven-year call, and that is in the Courts and Legal
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Services Act 1990. My view is that the judge Q47 Mr Tyrie: If you can make do with a suitcase
in a hotel room, do you think it is time that Highadvocate should have the same qualification as a

recorder in the Crown Court. At the moment a Court judges also made an eVort to do the same?
Judge Blackett: I am not sure I should answer thatrecorder in the Crown Court has to have 10 years

call, and therefore my view is a judge advocate, question.
who is in my view the equivalent to a recorder,
should have the same length of call. However, if the Q48 Chairman: It is interesting, because I have a
DCA policy is to reduce the qualification period in slightly diVerent question, which is: do you in fact
an attempt to increase the pool, increase diversity, stay in hotels if you are in Germany or Cyprus, or
then clearly that would be something that we do you stay in messes?
should do as well. I am not fussed really about how Judge Blackett: In hotels. There is no staying in
many years it is; I am simply fussed that it is the messes.
same. Mr Tyrie: Have a go at answering the question.

Q49 Chairman: Do not feel obliged.Q42 Chairman: I do not think you have given us a
Judge Blackett: I would not really want to bevery clear picture of what role, if any, the Judicial
quoted criticising High Court judges.Appointments Commission is going to have in all

of this. Is it the case that whatever level of
Q50 David Howarth: You mentioned listing. I wasappointment is at any given stage transferred to the
just wondering whether the administrative natureJudicial Appointments Commission from the Lord
of that includes the allocation of particular cases toChancellor the equivalent role in the Court Martial
particular judge advocates.and judge advocate structure will go the same way
Judge Blackett: No, at the moment listing is aor not?
function of when and where, and that is done byJudge Blackett: Yes.
the Military Court Service who currently are part
of the Ministry of Defence, but the judge advocate,

Q43 Chairman: It is? once a trial has been convened, can of course make
Judge Blackett: That is my understanding. I will directions as to when and where, so technically he
not be responsible for recruiting though. Judge can change it if he wishes to. Not that that happens
advocates will be recruited, in the same way as any particularly, but the appointment of judges to
other judge, by the DCA, by the Judicial individual trials is my role, and so the MCS
Appointments Commission. (Military Court Service) would indicate that there

will be trials at a particular place, at a particular
time and then ask me to appoint judge advocatesQ44 Chairman:When you said the Department for
to those trials, which I will do by signing a warrant.Constitutional AVairs, it was them or the Judicial

Appointments Commission?
Q51 David Howarth: Do you follow any criteria inJudge Blackett: Yes, I think I was talking about
allocating a case to a particular judge?now rather than the future.
Judge Blackett: Yes, I have a ticketing system in
which more senior and more capable judge

Q45 Jeremy Wright: Before we leave the question advocates have been ticketed to sit in particular
of recruitment, can I just ask you to clarify. types of crime in exactly the same way as in civilian
Presumably when we look at recruitment and life, and so one my judge advocates who is not a
therefore diversity of applicants for the job of judge recorder would not get to sit in more serious cases
advocate, it would be right for us to take into but those recorders are ticketed variously to deal
account the particular demands of the job of judge with murder, manslaughter, serious sex oVences.
advocate which do not apply to a recorder or a
circuit judge, in the sense that it is right, I assume, Q52 David Howarth: What sort of cases do you
that you are liable to be moved around the country yourself take on?
and, indeed, abroad to sit in other foreign Judge Blackett: Very serious cases. I have sat three
jurisdictions? times since I have been Judge Advocate General in
Judge Blackett: Yes. a Court Martial, that is, in a rape case, a

manslaughter case which turned out to be a
negligence case and a murder trial.Q46 Jeremy Wright: That presumably is a factor

that you would argue is relevant when you look at
the people available for selection who put Q53 David Howarth: Has there been any particular

change in recent years about how a case is allocatedthemselves forward?
Judge Blackett: Thank you for raising that point, either between the other judges or to you as the

JAG?because one of the diVerences, clearly, is that a
judge advocates job is peripatetic, and judge Judge Blackett: There was no ticketing system in

place until I arrived, and any judge could sit in anyadvocates spend a lot of time living out of suitcases
and hotels because they travel far and wide to sit in trial, but I felt uncomfortable with a judge advocate

who had not at least become a recorder sittingcourts martial. Clearly anybody appointed to judge
advocate would have to be able to undertake the in very serious crime: hence I introduced the

ticketing system.rigours of that sort of lifestyle.
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Q54 David Howarth: The rules that you cover, are certainly a steady stream of violence oVences, yes,
mainly involving alcohol, so it is drunken violencethey written down so they can be passed on to your

successor or are they informal rules that you late at night?
Chairman: Ms Keeley, do you want to come inyourself follow?

Judge Blackett: Each individual judge advocate on that?
received a letter from me which explained my
reasons for the decision; so I suppose the rules are

Q60 Ms Keeley: Yes. I think in particular, given thewritten down in those letters, but there is no
reference we had earlier to bullying and the sort ofdocument that I have created, no,
initiation ceremonies that have been publicised in
the last few days, there has also been some coverage
given to female staV who feel they have suVeredQ55 David Howarth: So it is case law?

Judge Blackett: Yes. sexual harassment throughout their military career.
Perhaps you could either say or let us know: what
are the cases you are seeing like that. It may be that

Q56 David Howarth: Moving to a slightly diVerent these are only just emerging?
question about what happens, what sort of cases Judge Blackett: There have been a number of cases
are coming before Courts Martial? Is there any involving sexual harassment of female staV over the
trend in the number of cases going through the years, and certainly I dealt with them when I was in
system or the types of cases going through the the Royal Navy as well. Few get to Court Martial
system? because most seem to be dealt with within the
Judge Blackett: Do you want me to answer that in service administratively and outside the service in
relation purely to Courts Martial and not in the employment tribunals. Few actually get to Court
summary system? There is a whole raft of stuV Martial where there is a charge of ill-treatment or
underneath the Courts Martial system. assault or that sort of thing.

Q57 David Howarth: If you could start at the top Q61 Mr Tyrie: In your introductory remarks you
and comment on other cases. said that you thought the system had be improved
Judge Blackett: There are getting towards a by the human rights challenges that have been
thousand trials across the three services in a year, made and that you were now more confident and,
perhaps slightly less than that. I think the figures as a consequence, you were compliant and also you
might be on my evidence or certainly in some of thought, as I say, that the system was better. You
the documentation. Certainly there are going to be then said compliance is dynamic, which seems to
600 plus Army Courts Martial this year. In very suggest that you are open to, indeed almost
broad handfuls I have suggested elsewhere in welcoming, further challenges to see where else
evidence that about 25% of those cases would be things may be improved. Am I right in that?
indictable in the civilian system, probably 25% Judge Blackett: No, I am not welcoming challenges
would be either way oVences and probably the rest at all, but we must be alert to the fact that there
would be summary oVences. In the Army there is may well be challenges.
a significant problem with absence, which, of
course, is a much more serious oVence in the
military context than it is in civilian life; there are Q62 Mr Tyrie: Do you see a time when crime that

falls under the purview of the Internationala steady stream of drug oVences, dishonesty
oVences, an increasing number but with a very low Criminal Court Act will be removed from the

Military Justice System altogether and transferredbaseline of child abuse type cases—downloading
pornographic material—I am sorry, I have not got to a civilian jurisdiction?

Judge Blackett: No, if the Court Martial is anthese figures in front of me, but quite a lot of minor
violence up and to including ABH and probably equivalent court to the Crown Court and it is

compliant and there is confidence in it, then itGBH as well. I am not sure that helps really. It is
a bit of a rambling answer, but we have a whole should be able to deal with any oVence.
range of crime.

Q63 Mr Tyrie: In your evidence you have said,
“The military system should equate to the civilianQ58 Chairman: If there are figures that are

convenient for tabulating you would like to let us system in all respects except where the requirements
of the operational eVectiveness make the diVerenceshave later, I am sure that would be helpful.

Judge Blackett: I am sure I can do that. indispensable”?
Judge Blackett: Yes.

Q59 David Howarth: To clarify, you are saying that
the number of violence cases rises, or is that just a Q64 Mr Tyrie: You seem to be saying now we have

got it exactly right?major category all round?
Judge Blackett: I review every single Court Martial Judge Blackett: No, I do not think I have said it is

exactly right, and I think there are improvementsin the Army and the Air Force and I see most of
the Navy Courts Martial. I am giving you an which could be made, and I have already intimated

one, which is that the judge should sentenceanswer which is based on my feeling of what I have
seen. I cannot be more certain than that. There is without the oYcer of the court, for example; that
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the Military Court Service should transfer from the Q69 Keith Vaz: Yes it is quite underrated as an
answer. I prefer yes to no! In your evidence youMinistry of Defence to the DCA, for example; so

there are areas where I would seek improvements. have suggested that the size of the military panels
should be increased. Why do you think that is
important?

Q65 Mr Khabra: In the past few years a variety of Judge Blackett: This is one of the areas where I am
judgments have made significant changes to the concerned that the Bill has not gone far enough in
Military Justice System? that currently in the Army and the Air Force there
Judge Blackett: Yes. are two types of Courts Martial, there is District

Courts Martial and General Courts Martial. The
District Courts Martial has a president plus two (ieQ66 Mr Khabra: Also there has been a succession
a panel of three people) and has powers ofof European Court of Human Rights based
punishment up to two years’ imprisonment orchallenges to the Military Justice System in recent
detention. The decision on whether it is a Districtyears leading to significant improvements. One of
Courts Martial or a General Courts Martial isthe most essential safeguards to the fairness of the
made by the prosecution. That is clearly wrong, inMilitary Justice System is the participation of an
my view, and under the new Bill there will be aindependent civilian judge advocate along with the
more objective criteria when there is a panel ofright of appeal right to a higher court?
three or a panel of five. The criteria is not on theJudge Blackett: Yes.
face of the Bill, it will be in the rules, but my
understanding is that it will be a panel of three.1

Q67 Mr Khabra: The question is what has been the
eVect on human right legislation, in your opinion, Q70 Keith Vaz: So the judge advocate plus three?
on the co-operation of military justice. Has it Judge Blackett: Yes. We are talking about the jury,
improved your system of justice and, secondly, in eVect, the panel.
given the recent human right challenges to the
Military Justice System, how confident are you that Q71 Keith Vaz: Yes
the system as it stands is ECHR compliant? Judge Blackett: My understanding of the rules is
Judge Blackett: If I can start with the second that the three-man court will be able to deal with
question: how confident am I that the system is matters up to 14 years’ imprisonment on a simple
ECHR compliant? I am confident, but that does majority of two to one. I find that objectionable,
not mean that there will not be future challenges particularly in view of my aim to replicate the
which may lead to further changes. Five years ago civil system if at all possible. I think if there is going
I was confident that in naval Courts Martial to be a panel of three they should be limited
uniformed judge advocates were compliant because probably to summary only oVences or powers of
of the safeguards. The Court of Appeal ruled that punishment, rather like magistrates, and that all
that was the case but then the European Court others should be before a bigger court numerically.2
ruled it was not, so perhaps that is what I mean by
the dynamism of the jurisprudence. The system is Q72 Keith Vaz: You seem to say to this Committee
going to change when the Armed Forces Bill that there is a lot wrong with the current system.
becomes law and the Secretary of State will have That does not give us confidence about the
to certify that it is compliant; so if he so certifies decisions that have already been made?
then perhaps. The first question was: have the Judge Blackett: No, I do not think I am saying it
challenges improved the system of justice? That is is wrong, I am saying it could be improved.
a more diYcult question, because the services
would say that, although their system did not Q73 Keith Vaz: Is it eVective? Is it flawed?appear objectively to be fair, they were subjectively

Judge Blackett: I suppose if I am saying it must befair and therefore the changes have been those that
improved it means that I am saying there arehave been subsumed for compliance sake if not
defects in it.necessarily for fairness sake. My view is that justice

has to be fair but has to be seen to be fair, and if
Q74 Keith Vaz: That is what I would have thought?objectively it is seen not to be fair, then
Judge Blackett: Yes, I think you must be right, butimprovements have to be made; so in that respect,
that is not to say it is not compliant, because theyes, the system has been improved.
system is compliant.

Q68 Mr Khabra: Given the current situation as you Q75 Keith Vaz: But are we worried about
are aware of it that British soldiers are involved in miscarriages of justice because the system is flawed,
operations in many parts of the world, have been as you say?
and are involved currently, and there have been Judge Blackett: I am not worried about
allegations, would you consider that the changes miscarriages of justice. Much of my view is based
which are taking place currently will provide a fair on perception, I suppose, the increased numbers of
system of justice for the defendant? the court. By and large military oYcers and
Judge Blackett: Yes, I think so. It is a short answer
to a long question, but, yes. 1 Ev 14–15

2 Ev 14–15Chairman: Yes will often do as an answer.
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warrant oYcers who sit on Courts Martial take Q83 Keith Vaz: So the judge advocate is tougher.
Judge Blackett: Yes.their duty very seriously. If you tell them that they

must be sure beyond reasonable doubt, they take
that very seriously and are sure beyond reasonable Q84 Dr Whitehead: In the Criminal Justice Act
doubt. I would say, and this is based on my 2003 the rules relating to double jeopardy were
overview of having written having read every Court revised?
Martial transcript over the last year, that there Judge Blackett: Yes.
are very few that might be classified as being
miscarriages.

Q85 Dr Whitehead: I understand that the rule on
double jeopardy hitherto has been maintained

Q76 Keith Vaz: You told the Committee earlier on between military courts and civilian courts, that is,
that you felt that only the judge advocate should if you are acquitted under the regime of a military
be performing the sentencing function? court you cannot be retried in a civilian court?
Judge Blackett: Yes. Judge Blackett: Yes.

Q77 Keith Vaz: Therefore the lay members, as far Q86 Dr Whitehead: The distinction, I think, is
as you are concerned, should have nothing to do unclear, however, in terms of the revision of the
with sentencing? rules in double jeopardy. Is the distinction on
Judge Blackett: My view is that the lay members double jeopardy between the courts likely now to
should eVectively be the jury. follow the revisions to the situation under the

Criminal Justice Act?
Judge Blackett: This is a very technical questionQ78 Keith Vaz: Does that strengthen the need to

have a judge advocate with a background in the you are asking me, Mr Whitehead, but Part 10 of
the Criminal Justice Act 2003 provides anmilitary service?

Judge Blackett: Yes. Certainly one of the service’s exception, as you know, to the double jeopardy
rule, and you are quite right that Courts Martialconcerns would be if the judge advocate was

sentencing alone he may not take into are not included, but section 94 of the Criminal
Justice Act does deal with the point, and it enablesconsideration the peculiar background of the

service. There are a number of ways that you can the Secretary of State to make rules under section
31 of the Armed Forces Act 2001, and mydo that, one of which is that he can be addressed

on the peculiar problems relating to the service by understanding is that that has to be done but once
it is done it will bring Courts Martial into line withthe prosecutor, but clearly if he or she had a service

background then that would help. the Crown Court, as it should do.

Q87 Dr Whitehead: So it will be entirely—Q79 Keith Vaz: This is the problem I think we have,
because in answer to Ms Keeley you did say that Judge Blackett: It will be entirely consistent.
you accept that the pool is too small, diversity is
not there. By removing the lay members from the Q88 Dr Whitehead: I understand in the Armed
sentencing process, are you not making the pool Forces Bill that a further what one might call
even smaller. It has become a pond, has it not? aligning is proposed to take place in as much as all
Judge Blackett: I thought the pool was the place of those who are subject to military law will be tried
from which you select judge advocates, not the by Courts Martial for all serious oVences some of
totality of the court. which are presently tried by criminal courts?

Judge Blackett: Yes.
Q80 Keith Vaz: But do not we need these lay
members? Are they not helpful to us? Q89 Dr Whitehead: What do you think of this
Judge Blackett: The service would say so, yes. proposed change?

Judge Blackett: Under current law oVences of
murder, manslaughter and rape committed in theQ81 Keith Vaz: But not at the sentencing stage?

Judge Blackett: My experience is both sitting as a UK are dealt with by the civilian court and the
Court Martial does not have jurisdiction, but thoseuniformed judge advocate and as a civilian judge

advocate. same oVences committed overseas can be dealt
with by the Court Martial, and that is totally
inconsistent. If a Court Martial is a satisfactoryQ82 Keith Vaz: Are they too lenient? Do they water
enough court to deal with murder, manslaughterdown the possible sentences or are they tougher?
and rape overseas it certainly should be able to dealWhat is your experience?
with it within this jurisdiction; so I think thatJudge Blackett: In my experience they can be both,
change which is proposed in the Armed Forces Billdepending on the sentence. My experience is that
is consistent and correct.lay members do not like sending people to prison

for very long periods, but on minor oVences they
do not mind sending them to detention for long Q90 Dr Whitehead: You have said in your evidence

to this Committee that the end to end time fromperiods. They are lenient in some respects and not
in others. oVence to Courts Martial trial both in major and
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in minor matters is too long and it is important for Judge Blackett: Yes.
it to be reduced?
Judge Blackett: Yes. Q93 Chairman: Like a plea hearing, for example?

Judge Blackett: At the moment directions hearings,
and plea and directions hearings can be carried outQ91 Dr Whitehead: Why is it so long in your view
by video conference.and what can be done about reducing the time?

Judge Blackett: There are areas in the system which
Q94 Chairman: This could be somebody in anotherdo not exist in the civilian system which inevitably
part of the world?cause delays, such as the geographical scatter of
Judge Blackett: Indeed. We routinely have videowork, if I can put it that way. Perhaps if an oVence
conferences with a screen with four people in it, onewere committed in a training establishment on the
in Iraq, one in Catterick, me in my oYce in Londonday before the service personnel pass out and the
and somebody elsewhere. All the judge advocatesnext day one is in Iraq, one is in Portsmouth and
have video conferencing facilities in their home andone is elsewhere, clearly any investigation is going
each judge advocate takes it in turn to be dutyto take longer for that reason. Often investigations
judge so that they can authorise military custodycan be delayed because units are on operations
24 hours a day worldwide.clearly. What that means is that there are inherent

delays sometimes. Having said that, there are
Q95 Dr Whitehead: Could I clarify the point aboutdelays which can be driven out. There have been
the change that you have made in the listing ofcomplaints, certainly from the prosecution
trials. You mentioned an automatic guilty plea isauthority, that when they get papers from
listed in the first instance.investigators they are not in a fit state to proceed
Judge Blackett: No. Administratively the Militaryand they have to ask for further evidence. That
Court Service has to programme a trial, and ifcould be addressed by putting a prosecutor in with
every trial is listed as a plea of not guilty that meansthe police to help them when they are gathering the
that you have to set aside, say, two or three days,evidence. I have taken some non-statutory
two or three days and two or three days, whereasmeasures already to drive down the delay; one is I
a plea of guilty is only half a day. When thehave instituted automatic directions hearings.
Military Court Service take charge of the case theyWhen I took over, all trials were listed as though
will list a day for directions hearing and then threethey were going to be not guilty pleas and yet 70%
weeks after that they will list it for a half dayof them turned out to be guilty pleas. Clearly,
hearing. Clearly, if it is going to be a not guiltypreparing a not guilty trial takes a lot of time and
plea, that half day will have to be vacated becauseeVort to get witnesses and all the rest of it. Under
the judge advocate will have to decide how long thethe new system which we have recently
trial is going to take, how long the parties are goingimplemented all trials are listed as guilty pleas. The
to take to prepare and then suggest a three-day trialpapers are issued, there is automatic direction four
in two months’ time or whatever.weeks later and three weeks after that there is a

date for trial and at that directions hearing, if a plea
of not guilty is indicated, because, of course, a Q96 Dr Whitehead: There is no danger that if you
judge advocate at the moment cannot take a plea, failed to do anything about your trial you will be
if a plea of not guilty is indicated, then the date found guilty?
three weeks hence is vacated and a date set for trial Judge Blackett: No, there is no power to do that
at an appropriate time and all relevant directions either. I am sorry; perhaps I did not explain that
are given; so there is much more judicial very carefully when I explained it.
involvement in managing the court process, so that
is certainly driving down delay. As I said, early Q97 Chairman: One other issue, where there is an
pleas, at the moment a judge advocate cannot take alignment to questioning, that is the review process.
a plea; he has to wait until the court is convened. Judge Blackett: Yes.
Under the Armed Forces Bill the judge advocate
will be able to take a plea, so that will expedite Q98 Chairman: Another committee of this House
matters. Certain minor oVences, such as absence, said that it thought the review process should stay
currently the Army policy has been to investigate even though it has no real counterpart in the
and produce prosecution papers for a minor civilian justice system. Would you like to comment
oVence like that as if it were any other oVence; and on that?
I have suggested to the Army ways in which they Judge Blackett: Can I assume that you know about
can expedite those matters and not put so many the review, or would you like a couple of sentences?
papers together. We have also increased the use of
technology. We have video conferencing facilities, Q99 Chairman: A couple of sentences might help
and so those are available now. All of those matters everybody.
can help to speed up the trial system. Judge Blackett: Every Court Martial is reviewed by

a reviewing authority, which is an executive
function of the Army Board, Navy Board or AirQ92 Chairman: When you say video conferencing,

you mean that there are processes which either at Force Board, but they only undertake that function
on legal advice. In the Army and the Air Force Ipresent or after the new Act can be conducted

through video conference? give that advice as the Judge Advocate General and
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that advice is published, or given to the prosecution Judge Blackett: A transcript is made of the trial.
My oYce receives the transcript, which does notand defence so they know what the advice is, and
have all of the evidence transcribed unless we wantthe reviewing authority, on legal advice, can quash
it to be, but it has all the legal submissions, thea conviction and it can reduce a sentence or
judge’s summing up, the reason for sentence, thesubstitute a sentence which is less than the sentence
prosecution’s opening and all of those matters. Onethat is passed by the Court Martial. The European
of my Judge Advocates then reads the transcriptCourt of Human rights have indicated that they
and provides me with his assessment of the case anddo not like that system because they see it as a
whether he believes there are any irregularities andnon-judicial interference with the judicial process,
normally provides me with a draft as well. I confirmand Judge Da Costa, and I cannot remember the
the advice or make changes that I think arecase immediately, made adverse comments about it,
necessary and then send that advice to thealthough the House of Lords themselves have
Reviewing Authority.supported the review on the basis that it can only,

they say, be to the benefit of the accused. The Bill
does get rid of review, abolish review. My concern Q103 Mr Tyrie: Presumably the retention of some
there is that it simply goes without any system like that is an essential check on the quality
replacement. My view is that the Bill should include of decisions being taken and on the quality of
a slip-rule, rather like the Crown Court have, which people? Perfectly balanced people fall ill and start
is a power under section 155 of the 2000 PCCSA, to do unusual things, and that includes judges.
which enables a judge within 28 days of passing Judge Blackett: Occasionally, I suppose.
sentence to revisit that sentence and increase or
reduce the sentence, but certainly some post trial

Q104 Mr Tyrie: We must have some sort of checkreview, and I think, particularly where a court has
left in place.made a technical error, on the face of the Bill at
Judge Blackett: Yes.the moment all those technical errors will have to

be rectified by the Court of Appeal, the Court
Q105 Mr Tyrie: That goes further than merelyMartial Appeal Court. It would be much better
looking at whether you can reduce sentencing in awere there a slip rule to deal with that.
particular case, some kind of general check or
mechanism.

Q100 Chairman: If a court imposed a lesser Judge Blackett: The Army in particular want to
sentence because it did not know, it was wrongly maintain an overview of the system, and I am in
advised, it could have imposed a greater sentence. negotiation with them at the moment, whereby
Judge Blackett: Alternatively, I recently reviewed a there will be a certain number of cases, or type of
case where a Judge Advocate advised the court, and case, which they will send to me for my advice. I
the court accepted and both counsel in the case think the Bill will retain the ability of the Secretary
agreed, that the minimum sentence under the of State to refer a matter to the Court of Appeal.
Firearms Act should be five years. It was a Clearly if I advise the reviewing board, or whatever
technical sentencing matter but the 2003 Act had they are called, the Reviewing Authority, whatever
amended the Firearms Act and they had said in the new authority is called, that they should refer
sentencing, “We have to give you five years because this matter or the Secretary of State should refer
that is the minimum we can give you, but were we the matter to the Court of Appeal, there will be a
not constrained we would have given you much mechanism to give that overview. Certainly I will
less”. When I read the review, clearly they had continue to read some transcripts so I can keep an
misinterpreted the law, so under the review process overview of the performance of my judges.
we could substitute a sentence of two years, which
was what I advised and what the Reviewing Q106 Mr Tyrie: Are you going to keep the same
Authority did. That could have been done under a staV in place that you had before?
slip-rule, and that is why I think it is important that Judge Blackett: Yes, indeed.
the slip-rule is included in the Bill.

Q107 Mr Tyrie: Even though they will not have the
Q101 Chairman: You are hoping that will be power under the proposed legislation to do what
included in the legislation, or are you suggesting you would have formerly been able to do?
that it might be? Judge Blackett: Yes.
Judge Blackett: It is not in there. I have suggested
it should be to the Services and they have rejected Q108 Chairman:Were the changes to be made, and
those submissions, so I shall be telling you and I am not at all certain that they would be, would
anybody else I can that I think it should be back that significantly increase the level of appeals?
in there. Judge Blackett: I doubt it actually.

Q102 Mr Tyrie: Who writes the review at present? Q109 Chairman: Or would people appeal anyway?
Is somebody sitting in the court listening to what Judge Blackett: At the moment an accused can
is going on and then writing a report and sending petition the Reviewing Authority, and it is easy. A

lawyer can draft up a petition in no time at all.it to you to read? How does it work?
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Q110 Chairman: So it is easier than mounting an Judge Blackett: That is true.
appeal?

Q114 Chairman: That opportunity is not open toJudge Blackett: Much easier.
them now.
Judge Blackett: Not at the moment. I know that
the Criminal Cases Review Commission have made

Q111 Chairman: At the end of the process—I submissions to the Ministry of Defence Bill team.
should know the answer to this—does the Criminal
Cases Review Body have— Q115 Jeremy Wright: Just very quickly, for clarity
Judge Blackett: No, the Criminal Cases Review on the review process: do you sit as a Judge

Advocate on some cases?Body does not cover courts martial, although I
Judge Blackett: I do.think they are in negotiation with the MoD because

they think they should.
Q116 Jeremy Wright: Presumably if it were to be
one of your cases subject to review, someone else
would have to sign oV on the legal advice?

Q112 Chairman: Is there still a review of the appeal Judge Blackett: They would, yes. In fact, I have an
level court martial? arrangement with the Judge Advocate of the Fleet,
Judge Blackett: Yes, because the Court of Appeal Judge Sessions, who provides the legal advice in
also sits as the Court Martial Appeal Court and an reviewing my cases.
accused can appeal to the Court Martial Appeal

Q117 Chairman: He will not exist if the changes inCourt, so petition and review is just an additional
the Bill go ahead.safeguard. Its removal will not put this soldier,
Judge Blackett: Indeed he will not, but nor willsailor or airman in any worse position than his
the reviews.civilian counterpart.
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed, Judge
Blackett. I think we have found this evidence
session very informative and it will be particularly

Q113 Chairman: Except that at the end of the day, helpful to the rest of the House when they come to
after he has been locked up, sitting in prison for a consider the legislation. We will make sure that it
while, the Criminal Cases Review Process could ask is in front of them when they do. Thank you very

much indeed.for the case to be reopened.
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Written evidence
Evidence submitted by the Judge Advocate General

I set out belowmy written evidence to the Constitutional AVairs Select Committee, in advance of the oral
evidence session appointed for 29 November 2005.

There are three preliminary points I wish to mention. First, I cannot comment on pending Court-Martial
cases which are sub judice. Second, in due course the committee on the forthcoming Armed Forces Bill may
invite me to give evidence, and as I would wish to accept I feel that it would be inappropriate to discuss
the Bill in any detail now. And third, I must be cautious about commenting on legal issues on which I may
subsequently have to give judicial rulings.

1. Judicial independence

As the Judge Advocate General and as a Circuit Judge I am a holder of judicial oYce, and as such
independent of the executive and not accountable to Government. The same goes for my team of Judge
Advocates, who sit as the trial judge inCourts-Martial. In addition,myRoyal Letters Patent giveme general
power to “examine hear or determine” matters concerning the aVairs of the Forces and to require the
obedience of the Forces in carrying out my duties.

The “OYce of the Judge Advocate General” is an administrative oYce, staVed by civil servants. As part
of the Department for Constitutional AVairs it is answerable to ministers.

2. Separate military system

There are several cogent reasons for maintaining a unique system of military justice, separate and distinct
from the civilian system. These are to:

— support operational eVectiveness and morale;

— maintain discipline which is an essential element of command;

— reflect the special and unique nature of the Armed Forces, in which sailors, soldiers and airmen
are required to use lethal force to support Government policy, to risk their personal safety, and to
be prepared to lay down their lives for their country; and

— extend the law of England andWales to personnel serving overseas and outside the jurisdiction of
the civilian courts.

The limited powers of Commanding OYcers to deal summarily and immediately with minor oVences are
subject to the unfettered right of the defendant to elect trial by Court-Martial or to appeal to the Summary
Appeal Court for a de novo hearing after the Commanding OYcer’s hearing. The two tiers together (Courts-
Martial and summary dealings) amount to a system which is proportionate, eVective, economical, ECHR
compliant, and meets the unique requirements of the Armed Forces.

3. Status of military justice system

It is important for those subject to the military jurisdiction, for the judges who conduct them, and for the
standing, quality, reputation and resourcing of Courts-Martial that they are, and are seen to be, fully on a
par with the civilian system. There may be an unfortunate and damaging perception that a person accused
of a serious criminal oVence in a civilian court may be tried in a court or by a judge of apparently higher
status or quality than a person being tried for the same oVence, and in jeopardy of the same punishment,
in a military court. That perception, if it exists, must be reversed. It is my aim as JAG, with the support
of senior judiciary, to establish a position in which the military criminal justice system and its judges bear
comparison with the civilian equivalents, the Crown Court and its Circuit Judges and Recorders. The
suggestion that Courts-Martial equate to Magistrates Courts is misconceived; the full range of indictable
oVences, including murder, arise in Courts-Martial which have the same powers of punishment as a Crown
Court including life imprisonment. The military system should equate to the civilian system in all respects
except where the requirements of operational eVectiveness make the diVerences indispensable.

4. Listing trials for hearing

Under the current law every Court-Martial has to be convened separately by the Court Administration
OYcer (appointed by the Secretary of State for Defence) who has primary responsibility for appointing the
time and date of a Court-Martial hearing. The trial judge can then give binding directions on law and
procedure which may include changing the date and location. In the civilian system listing is solely a judicial
function, with any day-to-day administration undertaken by listing oYcers working by delegation from
judges. In my view the military justice system ought to reflect the same practice and I intend to seek changes
following the forthcoming Armed Forces Bill.
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The location of themajority of trials is in theUK (includingNorthern Ireland) but about 25% of the work
arises in Germany and trials have recently been held in Cyprus, Belize, Brunei, and Canada. They could
potentially be held at any location where British Armed Forces operate or train.

5. Courtroom infrastructure

The current construction of three new purpose-built two-court Military Court Centres means that within
a year there will be eight modern courtrooms in UK to support the military justice system, a suYcient
number. TheMilitary Court Service is to be congratulated on the achievement. The position is however less
favourable in Germany, where existing courtrooms are unsatisfactory but planned replacements are in
doubt.

6. Human Rights issues

There has been a succession of ECHR-based challenges to the military justice system in recent years,
leading to significant improvements. Functions which used to reside with the Convening Authority have
been separated and, apart from the Review process, executive involvement with the post-trial process has
been removed. One of the most essential safeguards to the fairness of the military justice system is the
participation of an independent civilian judge advocate, along with the right of appeal to the Higher Courts.
It is understandable and perfectly proper that defence legal representatives should seek to challenge aspects
of the process in their particular case, or the system generally, in pursuit of their clients’ interests and the
trial process is well able to deal with those challenges. However, it is not unknown for some civilian lawyers
or pressure groups to use human rights points to attack the military justice system or the Armed Forces
generally. The system is ECHR compliant and such attacks can be rebutted so long as it remains so, and
provided any problems which come to light are promptly dealt with.

7. DCA/MoD split

The military justice system naturally lies at the interface between MoD and DCA. MoD properly and
necessarily supports the investigative process, the prosecuting authorities, and legal aid for defendants.
Currently DCA is responsible for the appointments, salaries, and immediate administrative support of
judges, while MoD provides courtrooms, staVs hearings, arranges panels (juries), summons witnesses,
guards defendants, and lists cases for hearing. In Germany, MoD also provides quarters, transport and
oYces for OJAG judiciary and staV.

In my view the place where the dividing line falls at present, whilst in no way improper, is slightly
uncomfortable. The independence of the judicial process would bemore clearly demonstrated if theMilitary
Court Service were resourced and administered as part of DCA, like Her Majesty’s Courts Service in the
civilian system.

8. Members of panels

The military panels (the Court-Martial equivalent of a jury) are essential in representing the Service
interest and in importing practical understanding of Service conditions when assessing the evidence. The
members usually comprise for General Courts-Martial five oYcers or Warrant OYcers or, for District
Courts-Martial, three. Panels are the same as Crown Court juries during the trial and may reach a verdict
of Guilty or Not Guilty by a simple majority. In my view any risk of unfairness would be better avoided if
the panels were larger, with five as the minimum for any indictable oVence or any either way oVence which
would have been tried in a Crown Court, and if unanimity or a high majority threshold was a requirement.
Unlike in the Crown Court, the panel assists the judge in sentencing ensuring that the unique nature of
service life is taken into account.

Membership of a Court-Martial panel ought to count as jury service; no individual should be obliged to
serve on both a Court-Martial panel and a Crown Court jury in the same year.

9. Armed Forces Bill

The forthcoming Bill is most welcome. It moves the modernisation of the military criminal justice system
forward to the next stage, and accordingly has my strong support. I would not wish to comment on its
provisions in detail at this point. The desirability of introducing a single system of Service law, and aligning
of three Services together by creating joint authorities for prosecution, for court administration, and
judiciary is self-evident. There are three matters which may be of interest to the committee:
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9.1. The abolition of the review process

After conviction and sentence by a Court-Martial, but before any appeal to the Court-Martial Appeal
Court, the Reviewing Authority has power to quash the conviction, or reduce (but not increase) the
sentence. Although this power is exercised only on my legal advice and in fact exists as an additional
safeguard for the defendant, this is an executive function interpolated into the judicial process, which has
been commented upon adversely by the European Court of Human Rights. The forthcoming Bill proposes
its abolition, which I support.

However I am concerned at the apparent absence of a “slip rule” like that available to the Crown Court.
It seems the only mechanism for correcting even technical errors will be via the Court-Martial Appeal Court
(in eVect the Court of Appeal).

9.2. Standing Court-Martial

The creation of a standingCourtMartial (instead of convening and dissolving eachCourt-Martial ad hoc)
by the forthcoming Bill is a welcome replacement of a cumbersome system with a simpler one. It will aid
the process of preparing cases for hearing under judicial direction, and organising sittings.

9.3. Judge Advocate General and Judge Advocate of the Fleet posts

The historic post of Judge Advocate of Her Majesty’s Fleet, which has existed for over 300 years, is still
filled with distinction byHisHonour Judge Sessions to whose great skill I wish to pay tribute. Judge Sessions
has delegatedmost of the JAF functions tome to enableme to appoint civilian judges toRoyalNavyCourts-
Martial on a similar basis to those for Army and RAF trials. The Bill will enable JAF functions to be
absorbed into the JAG post and the Judge Advocate of the Fleet will cease to exist as a separate post.

10. Delay

The end-to-end time from oVence to Court-Martial trial, both in major and in minor matters, is too long
and it is important for it to be reduced. Delays undermine operational eYciency and are detrimental to the
purposes of the process and to all the participants.

I am uniquely well-placed to have an oversight of every stage of the process, but only retrospectively at
the end of each case; I can have no knowledge or control of cases whilst they are in the early stages of
preparation. I have been able to provide advice to MoD, and in particular to those preparing the
forthcoming Bill, about the causes of the problem and mechanisms for driving down delay.

The process of preparing cases and bringing them to trial has several stages, all of which call out for
improvements. Measures have been taken and are being taken to tackle this issue, and further measures
are planned.

His Honour Judge JeV Blackett
Judge Advocate General

November 2005

Supplementary evidence submitted by the OYce of the Judge Advocate General

CourtMartial Panels and Their Role

1. The current legal position is that the choice of a District Court-martial or General Court-martial (ie
at least three or at least five [panelmembers]—but in practice just three or five except in homicide caseswhere
traditionally seven are used) lies with the prosecution. Arrangements to summon the panel are made by the
Court Administration OYcer. A simple majority suYces for conviction, with no provision about striving
for unanimity. A District Court Martial may not try an oYcer or pass a sentence of more than two years’
imprisonment.

2. In the Armed Forces Bill, the size of the panels and the dividing line between small-panel cases and
large-panel cases are left to be specified in Rules (negative resolution). The proposals are that three and five
person panels should remain and there are no proposals to alter the summoning arrangements, or the
majority verdicts.

3. However, MoD has indicated what the Rules will provide, as in earlier drafts of the Bill the size of the
panels and the level of the dividing line were on the face of the Bill. This specified that the larger panel (at
least five lay members) must try any oVence which is punishable with imprisonment for 14 years or more.
These matters were removed into Rules in the later draft not because of a change of policy, we understand,
but as a matter of Parliamentary Draftsmanship.
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4. JAG’s position is that he believes that three-person panels should deal only with matters equivalent to
those which a panel of three civilian Magistrates would deal with (ie summary and the less serious either
way oVences). The more serious matters (indictable and either way oVences which would be tried in the
Crown Court) should be tried by a panel of at least five persons and perhaps more, depending on gravity,
with the trial judge determining the constitution of the panel. He observes that in the civilian system
Parliament would be unlikely to leave it to the Home OYce to determine in Rules what size Crown Court
juries should be; no more should MoD do so in the military system.

5. JAG also takes the view that unanimity of verdicts is most desirable, and that judges should be
required, or at least empowered, to ask panels to strive for unanimity and to refuse to take a verdict which
is not unanimous until after a certain time (to reflect Crown Court practice). If a majority verdict is to be
acceptable it ought to be a majority of a substantial proportion (like the 10–2 in Crown Courts). It is not
satisfactory for a bare majority verdict (such as 3–2) to result in conviction in a serious case. The point he
was making was that it is objectionable for a three-person panel to convict on a 2–1 majority in a case where
the defendant was at risk of a long prison sentence. It would be less objectionable were the three-person’s
powers to equate to a civilian Magistrates Court.

The OYce of the Judge Advocate General

His Honour Judge JeV Blackett
Judge Advocate General

December 2005

Evidence submitted by the Department for Constitutional AVairs

A. Judiciary

The Letters Patent sealed by HM The Queen appoint a “Advocate General or Judge Martial of all Our
regular auxiliary and reserve Land and Air Forces”, or Judge Advocate General, under the Courts-Martial
(Appeals) Act 1951. The current oYce-holder is His Honour Judge JeV Blackett. He is supported by one
Vice-Judge Advocate General, and seven Assistant Judge Advocates General, and following three recent
appointments the judiciary are fully up to strength. All the permanent judges are appointed by the Lord
Chancellor. The Judge Advocate General has also appointed 12 fee-paid part-time Deputy Judge
Advocates.

The main roles of the Judge Advocate General, apart from being the trial judge in some cases, are to
allocate judge advocates to conduct proceedings at military trials, to give the Army and Royal Air Force
reviewing authorities post-trial advice on courts-martial, and to keep records of court-martial proceedings.
In addition, he has a broad duty tomonitor theArmy andRoyal Air Force criminal justice systems to ensure
that they work fairly, properly and eYciently. By delegation from the Judge Advocate of the Fleet, he has
a similar role as regards the Royal Navy.

B. Administrative office

The OYce of the Judge Advocate General is administratively part of HerMajesty’s Courts Service, which
is an agency of the Department for Constitutional AVairs. The staV of nine (seven in London, two in
Germany) support the judiciary by preparing files, handling papers, making booking arrangements, and
providing advice. The oYce does not generally manage courtrooms, staV hearings, summon witnesses,
guard defendants, or list cases for hearing: those roles are carried out by the Military Court Service, which
is part of the Ministry of Defence, or by the Forces themselves.

C. Categories of work

Apart from the main work of court-martial trials in the Navy, Army and Air Force, the judges have
additional jurisdictions including:

— considering custody applications and search warrant applications at short notice

— giving directions or holding preliminary hearings in advance of trials

— hearing Summary Appeal Court cases (appeals from summary dealing by a Commanding OYcer)

— hearing Standing Civilian Court cases (prosecutions against members of the civilian component
of British Forces in Germany)

— preparing review advices for the Reviewing Authorities post-trial
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D. Nature of hearings

A Court-Martial trial is in many respects equivalent to a trial in a civilian Crown Court. Many of the
oVences are the same as those in the civilian jurisdiction, but in addition there are specifically military
oVences (such as going absent without leave or desertion, disobeying a lawful order, unauthorised discharge
of a firearm, or navigation/flying oVences). The jury consists of a panel of three, five or seven OYcers or
Warrant OYcers from the service concerned, the most senior of whom is known as the President. The judge
conducts the proceedings and gives directions and rulings on all matters of law, and the members of the jury
reach a verdict of Guilty or Not Guilty, which may be by a majority. The sentencing procedure is
significantly diVerent from the Crown Court, in that the President and members participate along with the
judge in deciding the sentence.

E. Location of hearings

A Court-Martial hearing can take place anywhere in the world. Trials are listed by the Military Court
Service, subject to the directions of the judge. The majority are held in the United Kingdom but about 25%
of the work arises in Germany and there are occasional trials in Cyprus, Belize, Brunei, Canada and
potentially any location where British Armed Forces operate or train. All Royal Navy and Royal Air Force
trials in recent times have been held in UK. New purpose-built Military Court Centres are under
construction in Colchester, Bulford and Catterick.

F. Workload

After allowing for time spent sitting in the civilian Crown Courts, travelling, training, and on leave, the
number of judges’ sitting days has been as follows:

2003 1,004 days
2004 1,028 days
2005 (January–July only) 717 days

The number of individuals tried at Army Court-Martial has been as follows (some defendants are tried
jointly):

2003 470 soldiers
2004 521 soldiers
2005 (January–October only) 542 soldiers

The number of Royal Navy and Royal Air Force trials has been as follows (some trials are of more than
one defendant):

RN RAF
2003–04 (April–March) 60 trials 72 trials
2004–05 (April–March) 60 trials 57 trials
2005 (April–September only) 25 trials 41 trials

About two-thirds of prosecutions result in Guilty pleas. Contested trials range from minor matters up to
murder, manslaughter, rape and child abuse trials which can take 40 sitting days or more to hear.

G. Finance

The OYce of the Judge Advocate General has an annual provision of £1,418,000 from the DCA Vote,
which is spent on the judges’ salaries and fees, together with the expenses of their pensions contributions,
recruitment, training, legal books, judicial robes, IT support and similar matters, judicial travel and
subsistence (including overseas travel except for Germany), and cost of living allowances for judges resident
in Germany; and for staV including their salaries, pensions contributions, cost of living allowances,
recruitment, training, management and supervision, and the costs of supporting the London oYce.

The Ministry of Defence provides facilities to support judiciary and staV in Germany, either directly or
by reimbursing expenditure. ThusMoD provides quarters for judiciary and staV, meets hotel bills, provides
transport in the form of cars and drivers, meets expenses such as air fares and rail fares, and provides
telecommunications.

Department for Constitutional AVairs

November 2005
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Evidence submitted by the Ministry of Defence

Role of the Judge Advocate General’s Office in relation to theMoD

1. The pivotal position of the independent civilian Judge Advocate General and his judicial staV in the
service disciplinary system has evolved as a result of legal challenges to the system largely heard before the
European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) in Strasbourg, and also as a result of legislative changes made
by various Acts of Parliament.

2. Prior to the ECtHR case of Findlay v UK (1997), the duties of the Judge Advocate General’s OYce,
which then dealt only with army and RAE cases, comprised (1) the provision of trial judge advocates at
court-martial trials and (2) the legal review of findings of guilt and of sentences imposed on accused persons
by those courts.

3. The third duty of the Judge Advocate General’s oYce during this period arose where civilians
accompanying the armed forces overseas become subject to service law, and can be tried for the commission
of civil and a limited number of Service law oVences. The Armed Forces Act 1976 created the Standing Civil
Court (SCC)which allows civilians to be tried in amore congenial environment for less serious oVences than
in front of a court martial. The SCC currently operates in Germany and Cyprus where service personnel
and accompanying civilian personnel and their families live. The SCC deals with minor oVences committed
by civilians, adult and juvenile, subject to service law and a judge advocate will be appointed to sit as the
magistrate of the SCC.

4. The ECHR case of Findlay altered the status of the trial judge advocate at a court martial. Prior to
Findlay, the trial judge advocate enjoyed a status akin to a clerk to the justices in a magistrates’ court. The
board of oYcers, at the court martial, acted like a bench of lay magistrates and could, theoretically at least,
ignore a ruling on the law of a trial judge advocate. Post Findlay, the trial judge advocate acquired a status
akin to a crown court judge where he controlled the court and matters of law fell within his sole
responsibility. The board of oYcers continued to decide the issue of guilt or innocence of an accused, like
any jury. Previously the board of oYcers also decided the sentence to be imposed, where a finding of guilt
had been recorded, having been advised of the range of sentencing options available by the trial judge
advocate. Post Findlay, the trial judge advocate acquired a vote on sentence along with each member of the
board of oYcers. It has become the role of the trial judge advocate to explain the reasons underlying a
sentence of the court to an accused before the president of the board of oYcers pronounces the sentence that
has been imposed.

5. The Findlay amendments (as they might be characterised) of which those mentioned above form only
a part actually preceded the full ECtHR judgment in that case and were brought into force by the Armed
Forces Act 1996.

6. The Royal Navy had its own parallel system of serving naval oYcers, trained as barristers, who
through professional experience, prosecuting and defending at navy courts-martial, would ultimately be
ticketed to be uniformed judge advocates, and to perform the same role as their civilian counterparts in the
army and RAF court-martial system performed. This practice ended with the ECtHR judgment in the case
of Grieves v UK (2003) where the practice of uniformed naval judge advocates was deprecated by the court.
In the judgment of the court it was stated:

“Accordingly, the lack of a civilian in the pivotal role of Judge Advocate deprives a naval court-
martial of one of themost significant guarantees of independence enjoyed by other services’ courts-
martial.”

7. The Judge Advocate General’s OYce now provides civilian trial judge advocates to Navy trials. The
Royal Navy continue to have a parallel system of review to the other two Services where the legal review
will be conducted by the Judge Advocate of the Fleet (JAF) who is a civilian crown court judge appointed
to the position of JAF.

8. The Judge Advocate General’s oYce has increasingly become responsible for case management of
court martial cases from the moment of charge by the independent service prosecuting authorities. There is
now provision for automatic hearings for directions where a judge advocate will seek to manage a case at
an early stage, to arrange for the entering of pleas to charges, to identify issues between the prosecution and
defence, and to minimise delay in a case proceeding to trial.

9. Two further key duties of the Judge Advocate General’s oYce arose as a result of the Armed Forces
Discipline Act 2000 (AFDA 2000). In the case ofHood v UK (1999) the ECtHR had held that there had been
a breach of Article 5(3) of the Convention whenHood had been placed under close arrest (ie in custody) by
his commanding oYcer from November 1994 until his court-martial in April 1995. This was because the
commanding oYcer was not a “judge or other oYcer authorised to exercise judicial power”. As a result of
AFDA2000, the Service DisciplinaryActs (SDAs) were amended to provide judicial intervention in custody
matters where issues of both precharge and post-charge custody arose. In the former case, service policemen,
and in the latter case, the independent prosecuting authority, have to apply to “judicial oYcers” for
authorisation for custody. “Judicial oYcers” comprise judicial oYcers drawn from the Judge Advocate
General’s OYce.
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10. AFDA 2000 also introduced another major change to the service disciplinary system which has
impacted on the work of the Judge Advocate General’s OYce. The commanding oYcer (CO) has always
dealt with the bulk of oVences involving his service personnel, at summary hearings. He has limited
jurisdiction, ie he is limited in what oVences he can hear (the more serious oVences must be dealt with by
court-martial) and his powers of punishment are also limited. It was recognised, post Findlay, that a
summary hearing by a CO is not an ECtHR compliant hearing. The army and the RAF, as a matter of
policy, introduced a universal right of election for any accused, post Findlay, of trial by a court-martial. A
court-martial does constitute an ECtHR compliant court. This position was regularised in statute byAFDA
2000 although the right of election as exercisable in naval proceedings is more limited. To prevent any
disincentive to election for any accused, a court-martial can, in an election case, impose no greater
punishment than could have been awarded by a CO. However where an accused had been dealt with by a
CO, and had not exercised his right of election, AFDA 2000 created a right of appeal against both finding
and sentence to a newly created court known as the Summary Appeal Court (SAC). The SAC will normally
consist of a judge advocate appointed by the Judge Advocate General’s OYce and two oYcers. Where the
appeal is against finding, the appeal will be by way of rehearing and the judge advocate will sit with the court
in relation to the determination of finding as well as dealing with issues relating to sentencing. A SAC is an
ECtHR compliant court.

11. The summary hearing process was recently challenged in the case of Baines (2005) EWHC 1399 and
its integrity was upheld by the court. Mr Justice Field, giving the judgment of the court stated:

“In our judgement, on the evidence before us and in light of the relevant statutory and regulatory
provisions, a soldier does have a free and unrestrained right to elect for trial by court-martial and
to lodge an appeal following a summary dealing.”

12. Finally, the Armed Forces Act 2001 (AFA 01) placed further duties on judicial oYcers, again drawn
from the Judge Advocate General’s oYce, in relation to authorising the entry and search of certain premises
by service policemen investigating oVences under the SDAs. Formerly authorisation had been given byCOs.
The power was placed on a statutory footing by AFA 01 and essentially the premises comprise service living
accommodation including private accommodationwhere service personnel under investigation live. Certain
limited residual powers were left available in this area to a CO but where anything was seized or retained
as a result of a search authorised by a CO, the seizure and retention has to be reviewed by a judicial oYcer
under the Act.

13. The duties of the Judge Advocate General’s OYce therefore encompass:

(a) trial judge at court-martial;

(b) review;

(c) acting as magistrate at SCC;

(d) case management of CM cases;

(e) authorisation of pre and post charge custody;

(f) hearing appeals to the SAC; and

(g) authorising entry and search of premises and seizure and retention of property under AFA 01.

14. Of the foregoing duties, only the review process will disappear as a result of the Armed Forces Bill.

Ministry of Defence

November 2005
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